
 

 

 
STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 

 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Wellington Racing Club Date: 8th June 2013 
Weather: Overcast 
Track: Heavy 11 
Rail: Out 10m 
Stewards: R Neal (Chairman); N Goodwin and B Bateup.  
Typist: P Penketh 

 

GENERAL:  
No issues to report. 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY:  
Nil 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: SANUYE; AINTREE; PHILIPA CHARLOTTE; CIVICS ROCK; ORMOND ROAD; PEWTER; OUR GAZZA; 

LIV’N PARADISE 
Suspensions: Race    

Protests: Race   

Fines: Race    

Warnings: Race   
 

 

Bleeders: Race   

Horse Actions: Race    
 

Medical Certificates: Received from K Myers. 

Rider Changes: Race   
3 
4 
5 
7 
8 

M Dee was injured on Friday 7 June and was replaced as follows: 
L Isherwood on KAIRANGA LAD 
R Myers on KAAP KRUIS 
D Bradley on LET’S GO FRATELLI 
B Grylls on WILD ABOUT ME 
K Myers on LIV’N PARADISE 
 

Late Scratchings: Race  6 LANDLORD was a late scratching at 7.58am due to no suitable rider being available 
to replace M Dee 

 
RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 NATURAL FARM STEEPLECHASE 

OHOPEE lost ground in the early stages jumping high at the fences 
MR ALIGN raced keenly in the early stages. 
SMOKE returned to the enclosure with a laceration to the nearside stifle which required veterinary attention. 
YORKIE put in a poor jump at the final fence in the middle on the final occasion and lost momentum as a result. 

Race 2 GRANT PLUMBING HURDLES 

GENEROUS TYPE hit the first fence and landed awkwardly. 
NO GOVERNANCE hit the second fence. 
BLAME ME fell heavily after jumping the fence near the 700 metres.  Rider C Singer was uninjured.  BLAME ME suffered 
injuries to the right fore shoulder necessitating it being euthanased.  
DERBY DAN bumped with the tiring CONTEST when attempting a narrow run to the inside of that runner near the 600 
metres.  H Curran (DERBY DAN) was spoken to by the Stewards and advised she would be expected to exercise better 
judgment when in similar circumstances. 



 

 

NO EXCUSES landed awkwardly after jumping the third last fence. 
GENEROUS TYPE was retired from the event prior to the second last fence when well back and out of contention. 

Race 3 SOUTHEY  HOUSE OF TRAVEL 2YO MAIDEN 

KAIRANGA LAD shifted out on jumping and bumped with DAHLS DELIGHT. 
DURHAM ROSE was slow away and then tightened shortly after when awkwardly placed on the heels of BAM BAM. 
KAIRANGA LAD raced keenly in the early stages. 
BAM BAM lay in under pressure over the final 400 metres and near the 200 metres shifted in hampering DAHLS DELIGHT. 
Stewards reminded L Isherwood of her obligations to ride her mounts fully to the line when circumstances permit after she 
eased her riding of KAIRANGA LAD on the winning post.  Stewards were satisfied that her riding on this occasion did not 
compromise her mount’s chances of finishing in a higher placing. 

Race 4 HIREMASTER HANDICAP 

ELUSIVE TRACEY, THE FILLY and KAAP  KRUIS were tightened shortly after the start when DIAELLO shifted in 
simultaneously as PLATINUM DANCER shifted out slightly 
KAAP KRUIS then over-raced for a short distance. 

Race 5 DIANNE’S BIRTHDAY HANDICAP 

ILUMINATING was slow to begin. 
HOOVER BOY was crowded shortly after leaving the barriers. 
WOTABUZZ commenced to race keenly shortly after the start and approaching the winning post on the first occasion, 
shifted out when being steadied and hampered HOOVER BOY which lost ground. 
SEA KING hung throughout and near the 800 metres made contact with LET’S GO FRATELLI on several occasions. 
LET’S GO FRATELLI had to steady momentarily passing the 600 metres when on the heels of the tiring SEA EAGLE. 
D Walsh reported that SEA EAGLE had raced keenly in the early and middle stages and refused to settle proving a difficult 
ride. 

Race 6 DASH TICKETS MAIDEN 

PEWTER; SEAMINGLY and WALLACE were slow to begin. 
MACK had to steady near the 450 metres when on the heels of LOVETOKEEP’ER. 
PEWTER hung in over the final 400 metres and had to be continually straightened. 
When questioned on the performance of MACK, rider D Walsh reported that the gelding was never comfortable in the 
holding track conditions. 

Race 7 MID-WINTER CHRISTMAS AT TRENTHAM HANDICAP 

ASHALINI jumped out on jumping bumping THE DOLPHIN. 
SEDUCER was slow away. 
ASHALINI was inclined to hang out over the final 250 metres 
When questioned regarding the run of DISDAIN rider D Walsh reported that the mare had travelled fairly in the running 
however when pressured passing the 400 metres had failed to respond and finished off disappointingly. 

Race 8 TRENTHAM FUNCTION AND EVENT CENTRE HANDICAP 

KALGOORLIE BOMBER was slow to begin. 
STORMIN NORMAN was hampered shortly after the start when KARLA BRUNI shifted in. 
GOLDEN MISS was held up prior to entering the home straight. 
When questioned into the improved performance of LIV’N PARADISE, trainer R Allen advised that the mare was better 
settled today and raced accordingly. 
When questioned on the performance of SUPERTURF, rider R Myers  could offer no tangible excuse and said the gelding 
was disappointing. 

 

 


